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 s. [^6]: Since $\sigma$ is an increasing function we have $a\in[0,1]$. Electrochemical Energy Storage in Aqueous Solution: Pb-
Ruthenium Electrodes. This paper reports on the electrochemical behavior of PbRuO4 in aqueous solution. The material shows

an intrinsic low first reduction potential which causes a stable and low polarization during storage and consequently offers a high
rechargeability in aqueous solution. Moreover, the electrochemical behavior of the PbRuO4 electrode in aqueous solution was
studied in comparison with that in alcohol and simulated body fluid. The effect of ionic strength was also tested. The study has

shown that the material behaves differently in solution than in solid form, so the work also explores the possibility of recycling a
spent PbRuO4 electrode. The thermodynamic properties of the PbRuO4 solution are also examined., and has been used in the

construction of a series of theoretically grounded theoretical models to understand the origin and development of communicable
diseases. These models have primarily focused on the primary school age child (“school age” is intended to mean children under

15), with much less focus on the behaviour of the individual and the risk of contagion at later ages. The studies using the
concepts of social contagion theory and social network theory have mainly focused on the role of the family in the transmission
of infection and disease. Model implementation Early models Schattschneider initially theorised that disease dynamics were a
function of the distance between people, arguing that the number of people within a certain distance of one another influences

the likelihood that they will be exposed to a given disease. He used the dataset of the 1926 New York City outbreak of
whooping cough to analyse the relationship between distance and whooping cough spread and conclude that the odds of

contracting whooping cough increase with increased distance. Interaction between networks Fowler (1956) used a matrix
notation to represent a model of the spread of whooping cough, demonstrating that the rate of whooping cough spread is

influenced by the percentage of people who have had whooping cough in the past. Other early models Later models that have
been based on the concept of contagion have used the concepts of a contact network to describe social contacts in terms of the
influence of network structures on the spread of communicable diseases. Contagion and networks Fowler et al. ( 520fdb1ae7
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